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BACKGROUND | WHERE IT ALL BEGAN

The hunt began over a decade ago in 2007 with the name 
‘Newshunt’. We launched as a VAS service provider and 
pivoted towards news aggregation around 2015. That was 
when we shed our old identity and became ‘Dailyhunt’.

Today, we are India’s #1 news and entertainment app, and 
provide content in the form of short and long stories, across 
formats like videos and articles.

ALL ABOUT DAILYHUNT

Dailyhunt is on a mission to be the Indic platform 
empowering a billion Indians to discover, consume and 
socialise with content that informs, enriches and entertains. 
We are determined to bridge the gap between Bharat and 
India, while offering unbiased content and stories to our 
viewers. 

The Dailyhunt app is available on Android, iOS and Windows 
platforms and the mobile web as well, ensuring maximum 
reach.

Dailyhunt is India’s #1 news and local language content 
discovery application that offers 250,000+ new stories 
every day in 14 languages licensed from over 1,300 
publication partners.

OUR CURRENT AVATAR

What our logo says about us
Our current logo consists of 4 petals. These petals stand for 
4 different directions of our country. It is a representation of 
diversity and the fact that we’re present across the length 
and breadth of the country.

THE TASK: CREATE A NEW IDENTITY

Why do we need this behaviour?
Although Dailyhunt has evolved since it started in 2007, the 
perception in the consumer’s mind is still that of a news app. 
This is one of the reasons we’re still popular amongst 
the older TG, but we want to speak to the youth. 
While we have everything that today’s youth would like, our 
current perception is keeping them from considering us.

We want to establish ourselves as a younger, more 
entertainment-first brand and connect with our audience. 
Our logo and brand identity must be in sync with our 
offerings, while resonating with our audience.

Observations on current behaviour
- No one wants to read news, but they want to stay updated.
- Text is okay, but video is more loved.
- Youth wants to read more than just news. They want

entertainment too.

CHALLENGE

Evolving audiences: With news being the core offering 
until the recent past, we attracted a lot of older audiences. 
However, currently we offer much more than news and want 
to attract young audiences.
How can we be relatable to them?

Changing content: Our offering now goes beyond news. 
Now we are News++ app, which means we provide all sorts 
of content including entertainment, sports, local updates and 
more in video and text formats in over 14 languages.
How can we look like a cool, content-of-your-choice app?

Distinct identity: The market is cluttered with news, OTT, 
entertainment and gaming apps. It’s crucial to stand out and 
have an identity that covers everything, and that not only 
resonates with the offering, but is also true to ‘Bharat’. 
How do we look like a young, techie, yet desi app?
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AUDIENCE

- Males and females, aged 15-25 years
- Living outside the top 20 cities
- Comfortable and proud of speaking in regional/vernacular
language

- Like consuming video content in vernacular languages
- Multi-genre content consumer
- Interested in entertainment, sports, news and gaming
- Ones who want to stay updated about current affairs for
   knowledge, as well as competitive exams.

DELIVERABLES

- A new logo that’s just like you. Young, modern and stylish.
- A brand guide that reflects our values.
- Application and usage instructions across assets ranging

from in-app, communication to merchandise.
- Identity that is easily adaptable with changing needs and

brand extensions.

SUBMITTING YOUR ENTRY

- Post 1-4 A2 Presentation Boards or
- Upload a PDF

Your entry should include a written document guide, and 
Google Drive or Dropbox links to any research source 
material

Please review the submission guide for more information 
on formats, supporting materials, etc before submitting your 
entry.

IMPORTANT DATES

Entry collection opens      8 July 2019
Entry deadline

Jury session
Awards ceremony            

30 August 2019 (Online) 
30 August 2019 (Physical)
   7 September 2019 
21 September 2019

DOWNLOAD SUPPORTING MATERIAL HERE
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https://awards.kyoorius.com/youngblood/uploads/KYB19_DAILYHUNT.zip


This contest is organised by Kyoorius Communications Pvt. 
Ltd. having its offices at 2nd Floor, Kohinoor Estate, 165 
Tulsi Pipe Road, Lower Parel, Mumbai 400013 hereinafter 
referred to as “Kyoorius”.

Eligibility Criteria
Young working professionals or full-time design students 
aged 28 and below i.e. born after 1 July 1991 can enter the 
Kyoorius Young Blood Awards.

1. Entering the Contest
1.1 Entry is open to individuals working alone or in groups of
       up to 2 persons working as a team.
1.2 All members of a team must meet the eligibility criteria 
       outlined above. If you enter as a team, the winning 
       entitlements will be handed to the primary entrant.
1.3 Entrants should register on the Kyoorius Young Blood 
       Awards site, download a brief, generate a response 
       to that brief and submit their work digitally in accordance 
       with the deliverables as laid out in their chosen brief and 
       in accordance with the Submission Guide.
1.4 Entrants can download and respond to as many briefs as 
       they wish; they may also submit more than one response
       per brief. Each response is considered a separate entry.
1.5 All Responses must be the original work of the entrants. 
       Entrants who incorporate any images, writing, music, 
       or other creative material belonging to someone else 
       must obtain the other party’s permission. Entrants may 
       be asked to evidence their ownership of the response  
       and should keep dated records of all working materials.
1.6 All Entries must be submitted via our online entry 
       system, hosted at awards.kyoorius.com. Physical  
       work where relevant, may be submitted as supporting  
       material only. Kyoorius accepts no responsibility for lost  
       or undelivered entry material. Proof of postage does not 
       guarantee that work has been received by Kyoorius.
1.7 In order to assist Kyoorius in promoting the winning work 
       after judging, all entrants are asked to provide or con rm 
       credits for each entry. These must include:

a. Full names of entrant(s), including all team members
b. All contact details of entrant(s) — mobile, postal &

email address
c. Full names of tutor(s) (as applicable)
d. All contact details of tutor(s) if applicable — mobile,

postal & email address
e. The name & address of the college, university or

company
1.8 Contact details of winning & nominated entrants will
       be passed to sponsors, in order to help promote the    
       winning work.

2. Sponsors’ Logos and Names
2.1 Sponsors may submit their own branding or that of
       the sponsors’ clients for the purpose of inviting    
       responses. The logos issued to the entrant may not be 
       used for any commercial or republication purposes.
2.2 All sponsors operate strict controls on the use of their 
       names, trademarks and logos. Any misuse of sponsors 
       brands by an entrant will lead to the disquali cation of all 
       that entrant’s responses and may expose the entrant to 
       legal liability and subsequent legal claims.
2.3 By submitting a response, entrants agree to use the 
       sponsor branding only in accordance with these terms 
       and conditions, and any prevailing sponsors’ terms and 
       conditions.
2.4 The sponsors permit entrants to use the submitted 
       branding for the sole purpose of responding to the brief 
       sponsored by that sponsor.
2.5 Entrants may:

a. Only use sponsor branding on Responses submitted
to the Kyoorius Young Blood Awards 2019.

b. Include a submitted Response in their personal
portfolio after the winners have been announced, in
exactly the same format as that submitted to the
Kyoorius Young Blood Awards 2019.

2.6 Entrants must not:
a. Use sponsor branding on any other material or for

any other purpose;
b. Upload their submitted Response to any Online

location before the Nominations have been
announced, whether as part of an open or access-   

            restricted site, unless all sponsor branding is  rst  
            removed from the uploaded version of the response;

c. Denigrate sponsors or sponsor branding, subject
sponsor branding to derogatory treatment or
otherwise bring the sponsor and /or its brands into
disrepute;

d. Do anything to suggest that the entrant is endorsed,
associated or otherwise af liated with the sponsor; e.
Provide or make available sponsor branding to any
third party for any purpose whatsoever.

2.7 For the avoidance of doubt, the sponsors for the
       Kyoorius Young Blood Awards 2019 are as listed on the
       briefs page on awards.kyoorius.com
2.8 For the avoidance of doubt, the sponsor clients for the  
       Kyoorius Young Blood Awards 2019 are as detailed on
       the individual briefs
2.9 Entrants who submit a response that contains any
       trademark or logo, or other branding other than those        
       specifically submitted by the sponsors, may be asked 
       to re-submit their work without such branding trademark 
       or logo, or other branding other than those speci cally 
       submitted by the sponsors, may be asked to re-submit 
       their work without such branding.
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3. Ownership of Your Work
3.1 Entrants retain ownership of their responses submitted
       into thecontest,butwheresuchworkincorporates sponsor 
       branding entrants may only use the work for personal 
       references and promotion as part of a portfolio.
3.2 By submitting a response, entrants grant Kyoorius and 
       the relevant sponsor an exclusive license for the               
       duration of copyright protection to reproduce or 
       reproduction of their entry in all media in order to 
       promote, or act as a historical record of, the Kyoorius 
       Young Blood Awards or a sponsor’s involvement with the 
       Kyoorius Young Blood Awards; or as part of any Kyoorius 
       publication (whether online or offine).
3.3 Entrants agree that, should a sponsor wish to develop
       or use a response for commercial purposes, the entrant        
       will enter into negotiations with that sponsor to agree 
       terms for such development or usage before negotiating 
       with any other party in relation to the response.
3.4 No additional agreement will be needed for the winning 
       entry. The sponsor of the brief can use the winning entry 
       for commercial purposes.

4. Judging the Contest
4.1 Kyoorius will appoint a jury that shall be composed of
       judges who, in Kyoorius’ sole discretion, have the  
       appropriate qualifications to judge the work. 
       Responses will be considered in accordance with the 
       awards selection criteria. These are:

a. An excellent creative idea
b. Great craft or execution
c. Answers the brief

4.2 Each jury will award a select number of the responses 
       whom the jury considers, in its sole discretion, to be the 
       best responses.
4.3 The jury is not limited in the number of responses it can 
       award, and similarly there is no guarantee that a jury will 
       grant an award in each brief, if they do not feel that work 
       is of the standard required.
4.4 The jury has the right to edit pieces submitted as part of a 
       response and to ask for only certain parts of the response 
       to be displayed or promoted.
4.5 General feedback will be gathered from the jury, and        
       may be made available to view on the Kyoorius 
       Young Blood Awards website when the nominations are 
       announced. Individual feedback will not be available.
4.6 If Kyoorius is made aware of any concerns that a 
       response does not constitute the original work of 
       the entrant, Kyoorius will contact the entrant and ask for 
       evidence that proves the entrant’s assertion to be the 
       creator of the work.
4.7 Kyoorius will also contact credited tutors for further 
       information if applicable.

5. Prizes
5.1 The prizes to be awarded to the winning entry are:

a. One Red Elephant Trophy
b. Right to use the relevant Red Elephant Mark
c. Entry in the Kyoorius Awards Annual 2019
d. A fully paid trip to London Design Festival 2020 

for the entrant team, subject to:
- Return economy-class fare to London
- Rs 50,000 per team towards boarding, lodging 
and local expenses, subject to team’s 
confirmation of travel

5.2 The prize awarded to the nominated entries is: 
a. Entry details in the Kyoorius Awards Annual

6. General Points
6.1 Kyoorius reserves the right to make changes to these
       Terms and Conditions, if necessary, from time to time.
6.2 The Terms and Conditions are subject to Indian law and 
       any dispute that is not resolved by consultation between 
       the parties shall be referred to the courts of India.

For enquiries relating to the Kyoorius Young Blood Awards, 
email awards@kyoorius.com
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